Grace
Working from home during the pandemic 
One of our trainees Grace speaks about how it has been as a trainee working during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Due to the current situation with Covid, all staff are currently working from home. The organisation has made the transition from office-based to working from home as easy as possible.
They have provided all necessary IT equipment and furniture to make the working environment as comfortable as possible.
The audit team and audit managers have been really supportive towards the trainees during this time and have always made themselves available.
Doing any work remotely will always bring its challenges, however I think Audit Scotland has made it the best it can be.

Donna
The benefits of being a graduate at Audit Scotland
Find out some of the advantages being part of the graduate scheme here at Audit Scotland with trainee Donna.
I joined Audit Scotland in 2019 and before that I had studied accountancy at university as a mature student after deciding on a career change.
I chose Audit Scotland because I had heard some really great things about the support that they offer while you study the CA qualification at ICAS.
I was also attracted to their flexible working policies which suit me because I have a young family at home.
The transition into working at Audit Scotland has been seamless. The training and support we’ve been given from induction week up until now, has been practical and relevant to the stage that we’re at.

Euan
Making a difference within Audit Scotland
Graduate trainee Euan talks about the different ways graduates and colleagues can get involved to make our organisation a better place.
Outwith the day-to-day job there are lots of different things you can get involved in as a trainee.
For myself, I chair a Diversity and Equality Group. We are a Diversity Champion with Stonewall and one of the things we are doing at the moment is reviewing all of our HR policies so that they are as inclusive for LGBT people as they can be.
We have had really great support from senior management as part of that. 
There is also a trainee feedback group which I am on and we get together to make sure the trainee experience is as positive as it can be, from start to finish, as you go through you trainee contract.

Jack
Work across the public services we all use everyday
Second year trainee Jack share some insight into the range of work our trainees are involved in.
Working as a graduate here you get to participate in a great variety of work. 
Within my first year here, I’d worked in audits in local government, central government, health and in the college sector.
You get to work with these organisations really closely so you get a real great insight into the opportunities and challenges with these organisations and across the public sector. 



